What Good Is a Laptop from School If There’s No
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The COVID-19 pandemic has turned 2020 upside down. Many people have called the
situation we are facing unprecedented. Although there are many situations that are new,
some situations remain the same. Students who lacked access to certain resources are still
going without those resources.

There are too many students who don’t have access to technology or the internet at home.
Depending on the school they attend, they may not have had many opportunities to use
technology. Enter COVID-19, the nasty virus that has caused school districts to abruptly close
their doors. No fear, the school year can continue…through e-learning. Where does this leave
families who cannot afford laptops, tablets, or the internet?
There are school districts who are now loaning out technology to families or purchasing more
devices that they can loan out, but this only solves one problem. What’s the point of having a
device, if students don’t have the internet to access the assignments? Yes, companies like
Comcast and Spectrum are offering free internet to those in need, but some families have run
into roadblocks. Families who have outstanding balances with companies that provide
internet services are being told they can’t have internet for free until the pay the balance. This
leaves families in a bind.
The COVID-19 pandemic has not only closed schools, but it has also shuttered businesses.
How can families pay outstanding internet bills if their jobs are closed, or they are only able to
work reduced hours? This “strings attached” free internet needs to come to an end, so all
students can be educated at home while schools are closed.
To help bring internet to all students at home, please consider signing the “We Demand Free
Internet for ALL Low-Income Families During COVID-19” online petition. Schools might be
able to provide devices, but schools need help from the community and businesses like
internet providers to ensure our students can receive the best education possible during this
time.

